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Happy Lunar New Year ! S&V Samford wishes you good health, 
happiness and success in the Year of the Pig!  

 

January Event - Smart Speakers and Car Audio Measurements Seminar  
The joint seminar on ‘Smart Speakers and Car Audio Measurements’, held during 
the 15th -18th  January 2019 in Taipei, Shenzhen & Suzhou.   
 
Smarter speakers require smarter test methods!  
The Smart Speaker seminar helps you to learn how to test smart speakers, robots, 
voice-controlled automotive audio and other IoT devices in the half-day partial 
seminar taught by industry expert, Steve Temme of Listen, Inc., with additional 
information on microphone and hardware products for 
 testing these devices from G.R.A.S. 
 
Although acoustic testing of smart speakers and other 
voice-activated devices presents challenges such as  
injecting and extracting response signals, time delays, and triggering the system 
using voice commands, it is still possible to measure the same parameters as 
traditional loudspeakers. In addition we can also measure microphone array 
performance, speakerphone performance and more. 

  
We demonstrate how to do this, focusing on: 
⚫ Stimulating and capturing responses from a device where you don’t have 

direct access to the microphone or speaker (open loop testing). 
⚫ Delays, asynchronous stimulus / acquisition, and working with the ‘cloud’ 
⚫ Testing with real world signals such as speech and music, and how to analyze 

results from these test stimuli 
⚫ Voice Recognition – key word spotting, wake word testing, directionality, and 

the effect of background noise on voice recognition performance 
⚫ Telephony – testing smart speakers for hands-free calling 
⚫ Microphones, artificial mouths and other hardware for smart speaker testing 

 

If you missed the measurement seminars, you can contact our sales to 
arrange a visit and demonstration !  
More details. 
 

Customer Visits  

If you need our visit, you can contact us at sales@svsamford.com . 
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  About Us     

 

  S&V Samford Ltd.    

  www.svsamford.com 

 

We are devoted to provide quality and 

innovative solutions for Customers with 

interest in Sound and Vibration, Condition 

monitoring and Air Quality monitoring. 

With a team of passionate professionals, 

we provide dedicated support and 

continue education to our customers.   

 

  Contact: 

Email:sales@svsamford.com 

Tel : (852)  2833 9987 

Fax : (852) 2833 9913 
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http://sv.svsamford.com/img/cms/S&V%20Smart%20Speaker%20and%20Car%20Audio%20Measurements%20seminar%20JAN%202019%20regristration%20form.pdf
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About Listen Inc. 

https://www.listeninc.com/    

  

 

Listen is a world leader in audio and 

electroacoustic test and measurement.     

  

Founded in 1995, when its flagship 

product, SoundCheck®  was launched, the 

company has pioneered electroacoustic 

measurement techniques for 20 years 

and sets the standard in the marketplace 

with powerful and innovative test 

methods and algorithms, fast and flexible 

testing, and excellent service and 

customer support.    

  

Listen invests heavily in R&D, regularly 

presenting papers on new measurement 

techniques at conferences and refining its 

algorithms to remain at the cutting edge 

of measurement technology 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Smart Speaker – Embedded Microphone Test Sequence 

This sequence demonstrates a method by which SoundCheck can measure the 

performance of a microphone embedded in a so-called “smart speaker”. This 

example assumes that the DUT is an Amazon Echo but it can be adapted for use 

with virtually any other type of smart speaker by substituting the Echo’s voice 

activation phrase WAV file (“Alexa”) with one specific to the desired make and 

model. 

 

The sequence begins by playing a voice activation phrase out of a source 

speaker, prompting the DUT to record both the voice command and the ensuing 

stepped sine sweep stimulus. A message step then prompts the operator to 

retrieve this recording from the DUT’s cloud storage system. This is 

accomplished by playing back the recording from the cloud and capturing it with 

a Triggered Record step in the SoundCheck test sequence.  The Recorded Time 

Waveform is then windowed (to remove the voice command) and frequency 

shifted prior to analysis and the result (Frequency Response) is shown on the 

final display step. 

 
  

Hardware  

-  Listen AudioConnect audio interface part #4050 or similar 

-  Listen SCM-3 reference microphone part #4002 or similar 

-  Calibrated mouth simulator or source speaker 

-  Listen SCAmp audio test amplifier part #4060 or similar (not needed if mouth/speaker 

is self-powered) 

 
Software 
-  SoundCheck Basic or above, version 15.0 or later 
-  Post Processing module Part # 2004 
-  Virtual Audio Cable (setup instructions can refer to the picture) 

 
 
 
Please contact us at sales@svsamford.com  for more details                                     
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Choosing GRAS for Production line testing  
Jabra and GRAS have been working closely together for several years to meet these 

challenges, and in this beneficial cooperation GRAS measurement solutions have proven 

their value. 

 

Production line testing can be very challenging – and achieving data consistency across 

multiple products and production lines requires the correct test solution. The company 

GN Audio A/S with the global brand Jabra knows all about this. GN Audio is a leader in 

engineering communications and sound solutions – innovating to empower both 

consumers and businesses. The Danish manufacturer of high-quality headphones, 

headsets, and speakerphones have worked closely with GRAS Sound & Vibration for 

many years.          
 

The complexity of a test setup increases when testing products with a wide range of 

features. But this is only one part of the challenge. Another part is ensuring the quality 

of the measurements. This entails focus on achieving data consistency and repeatability 

across multiple testing locations. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Having the correct test equipment is vital because it decreases time to market. Even one 
day can be significant to the project schedule. Increase this to several days and you risk 
not being able to make product announcements as planned at key launch opportunities. 
 

GN Audio uses the same test method in both R&D and manufacturing sites. This approach 
also reduces delays in investigating measurement challenges: “We need to be confident 

that the testing facilities are aligned – also across projects and borders”, Tony Nesbitt , 
Manufacturing Project Manager at GN Audio A/S, underlines . 
 

Honesty is the keyword! 
The close relationship between GN Audio and GRAS has a long history. Tony Nesbitt looks 
back: “It all started with Gunnar Rasmussen himself, almost 18 years ago. Here was a 
person and a company with the dedication to understand and solve our problems, and we 
have partnered with GRAS ever since to ensure the quality we strive for”. 

 

Safeguarding measurements with in-house calibration 
The long and close ties between GN Audio and GRAS has also involved collaboration on 
calibration of measurement equipment. Calibration at regular intervals is a way to 
safeguard the quality of measurements and to eliminate costs caused by unreliable 
equipment and data. Also, it is a way to ensure that historical measurement data are valid 
and comparable. Supported by GRAS, GN Audio have developed their in-house calibration 
procedures to verify performance of acoustic components to meet GN production 
requirements. Tony Nesbitt boils down the two main reasons for choosing GRAS: “Firstly 
because of the “solution flexibility” – GRAS supplies what we need and not what they 
want to sell. Secondly, if you look at our total cost of ownership with GRAS equipment, it 
is quite low compared with other solutions”. 

 

About G.R.A.S  

http://www.gras.dk/  

  

Establishment in 1994. G.R.A.S. have 

been 100% dedicated to developing and 

manufacturing high quality 

measurement microphones and related 

acoustic equipment.   

  

G.R.A.S founded by the Danish acoustics 

pioneer Gunnar Rasmussen who for 

more than 60 years has contributed to 

the world of sound and vibration with 

his unique ideas and designs.   
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           Gōng Xǐ Fā Cái ! See you ☺  

Certified Compact Digital and Thermal Camera-
TOUGHPIX DIGITHERM  

 

The TOUGHPIX DIGIHERM pocket size digital and thermal imaging camera, compact 

enough to fit into any work pocket but rugged enough to take the hits, TOUGHPIX 

DIGITHERM is a go-anywhere camera providing the power and resilience to get the 

job done. Every time. 

Rugged, powerful and with ground-breaking affordability, CorDEX DIGITHERM sets 

the standard with compact digital imaging cameras. With must-have features 

including; 5megapixel visual camera, LED flash, realtime visual/thermal image 

blending, wireless connectivity, CorDEX DIGITHERM brings a new dimension to the 

task of finding, documenting and sharing problems.. 

Tested to extremes every single component in TOUGHPIX DIGITHERM has been 

selected with one goal in mind, quality that’s built to last.From being frozen to -4°F 

and dropped from a metre, to being blasted with water and dirt as part of industry 

leading Ingress Protection testing. TOUGHPIX DIGITHERM has been pushed to 

extremes. 

Features  
• NRTL listed for  Class I, Division 2, Groups A, B, C, D, T4 ,Class I Zone 1, AEx ib 

IIC T4  

• 5 megapixel digital camera with automatic, motorized focus. Capture high 

resolution visual images 

•Ultrabright LED flash 

• Manufactured from lightweight but tough, aircraft grade aluminium, 

TOUGHPIX DIGITHERM weighs in at less than 13.040z 

• WIFI Download images directly via an onboard webserver. 

• Rechargeable removable battery 

• Powerful LED flash for low light imaging 

• Sleek and rugged compact design 

• Alarm triggered recording 

• Soft touch buttons for ease of use 

• Never run out of memory thanks to the removable CorDEX Memory card 

• Motorised optical focus 

For more details please contact us at sales@svsamford.com. 
 

About CorDEX  

http://www.cord-ex.com/ 

 

CorDEX are leaders in the innovation and 

manufacture of instruments used every 

day in the hazardous environments, 

which makes CorDEX as the authority in 

Intrinsically Safe Instrumentation. 

 

CorDEX invest in product development 

and certification to make sure customers 

have the confidence that you need to 

stay safe.  

 

Therefore, CorDEX offer more than just 

safe, performance and accuracy but also 

give customers the confidence to do the 

job.    

 

 

 

Specification  

    

- Image Download: WIFI & removable 

memory card (safe area only) 

- Image Storage : 8GB 

-Standard Image Capture Resolution :  
  5 Megapixel 

-Screen Size:   2.8 Inches 

-Body Material:  
 Anodlsed aluminum with polymeric material  

-Battery Type:  
Removable & Rechargeable Ex Power Battery 

1900mAh 

-Sensor: 
80x60 pixel Array, 9Hz 
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